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NOTES:
GROUND PINS 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27, AND 28 TO GENEROUS
AMOUNTS OF PC-BOARD COPPER FOR BEST THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE.
Q1 AND Q2 ARE VN2222s, OR 2N7002s.
D1 AND D2 ARE 1A ,30V SCHOTTKY DIODES.

This battery charger uses current-limited constant voltage to charge the lead-acid cells in the flashlight.

(9.4V total). This dual-voltage approach
provides a faster charge and also provides
an LED indication when the battery is
nearly fully charged. The charger keeps the
battery at this float voltage, thus keeping
the battery in a fully charged condition.
You can leave the charger indefinitely connected to the battery without damage to
the battery, although battery damage can
result if it is fully discharged—when the
battery voltage is less than 1.8V/cell—either through use or self-discharge. The
FLAG pin is an open-collector output that

indicates when the charge current has
dropped to approximately 10% of the full
programmed charge current.
A wall adapter with an output from
13V, 1A to 26V, 0.5A provides power to
the charger. This design uses all surfacemount components to reduce the overall size of the charger. The pc-board layout should include wide ground traces
that expand to larger copper areas to
minimize the possibility of overheating
the IC. The flashlight housing features a
3- to 4-in. reflector and has a handle on

top; it is readily available from Radio
Shack (www.radioshack.com) and other
electronics outlets. The light is designed
for a 6V lantern battery, but this design
replaces the lantern battery with four Dsized, SLA cells. The cells leave enough
room for the soft-start circuitry. Other
modifications include replacing the
switch with a high-quality SPDT switch
and soldering all the connections for increased reliability. A dc power jack connects the flashlight to the charger.왏

Single cell flashes white LED
Anthony Smith, Scitech, Biddenham, Bedfordshire, UK
any portable appliances and other products that must operate from
a single cell are restricted to working at very low voltages. It is thus difficult
to drive white LEDs that typically have a
forward voltage of 3 to 5V. The ability to
flash the LED with a supply voltage as low
as 1V presents additional complications.
The circuit in the Figure 1 provides a dis-
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crete approach to these problems and allows a white LED to flash at a rate set by
an RC time constant. Components Q1,
Q2, R3, R4, and R5 form a simple Schmitt
trigger that, together with R1, R2, and C1,
controls the flashing of the LED. Q4, Q5,
L1, and associated components form a
voltage booster that steps up the singlecell voltage, VS, to a level high enough to

drive the LED. Transistor Q3 functions as
a switch that gates the booster on and off
at a rate determined by the Schmitt-trigger section.
To understand how the booster section
works, assume that Q3 is fully on, such
that Q4’s emitter is roughly at the batterysupply voltage, VS. Q4 and R8 provide bias
for Q5, which turns on and sinks current,
www.edn.com
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IL, through inductor L1. The inductor With the values of R3 and R5 in Figure 1, R2 have values of approximately 1 M⍀
current ramps up at a rate determined VB2 is approximately 800 to 900 mV when each and C1 has a value of 1 F or greater,
mainly by VS and the value of L1; during VS⫽1V. This voltage produces approxi- a rate of less than one flash per second is
this time, LED1 and series diode D1 are re- mately 300 to 400 mV across R4, resulting possible. Remember, however, that R1 and
verse-biased. The current continues to in a collector current of at least 15 A in R2 form a voltage divider that sets Q1’s
ramp up until it reaches a peak value, Q2 with R4⫽20 k⍀. Q2’s collector current base voltage, VB1; therefore, R2 must be
ILPEAK. Q5 can sustain no further increase, provides base drive for Q3, which satu- sufficiently larger than R1 to ensure that
and the voltage across the inductor at this rates, turning on the booster section and VB1 can cross the Schmitt trigger’s upper
point reverses polarity. The resulting “fly- illuminating LED1. When LED1 is for- threshold voltage as C1 charges. With this
back” voltage raises LED1’s anode to a ward-biased, C4 charges to a positive volt- fact in mind, you can with some trial and
positive voltage higher than VS, sufficient age, VP, roughly one diode drop above VS. error fairly easily find the optimum valto forward-bias LED1
and signal diode D1.
VP
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change is coupled
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through C3, rapidly
turning on Q4 and, in
turn, Q5. Current again
begins to ramp up in This circuit provides boosted voltage and flashes a white LED from a single cell.
L1, and the process repeats. The booster section oscillates at a Timing capacitor C1 now charges via R1 ues of R1, R2, and C1 necessary for a givrate determined by several factors. The at a rate determined mainly by the val- en flash rate.
The value of VP significantly influences
important factors determining the rate of ues of VP , R1, R2, and C1. Provided that
oscillation include the values of VS , L1, you carefully choose the ratio of R1 to R2, the charging and discharging of C1, and
and R8; the forward-current gain of Q5; Q1’s base voltage, VB1, eventually exceeds VP’s value hence varies according to the
and the forward voltage of LED1. With the quiescent level of VB2 (roughly equal prevailing battery supply voltage, VS.
the component values in the figure, the to the Schmitt trigger’s upper threshold However, changes in VB2, which also
oscillation frequency is typically 50 to 200 voltage, VTU), causing Q1 to turn on and varies with VS, somewhat balances this
kHz. On each cycle, a pulse of current Q2 to turn off. At this point, Q3 also turns dependence. Nevertheless, the flash rate
with a peak value equal to ILPEAK flows off, thereby disabling the booster section and duty cycle do vary somewhat as the
through LED1 and, because this scenario and turning off LED1.
battery voltage falls. For example, with
occurs thousands of times every second,
With LED1 off, VP rapidly decays, and R1⫽2.2 M⍀, R2⫽10 M⍀, and C1⫽1 F,
C1 begins to discharge at a rate deter- the test circuit’s flash rate at VS⫽1.5V is
LED1 appears to be continuously on.
The low-frequency oscillator formed mined mainly by the values of R2 and C1 approximately 0.52 Hz with a duty cycle
around the Schmitt trigger turns the and by Q1’s base current. The LED re- of 66%. With a VS of 1V, the flash rate inbooster section on and off at a low rate. mains off until VB2 has fallen below the creases to approximately 0.75 Hz but
To understand how this works, assume Schmitt trigger’s lower threshold voltage, with a lower duty cycle of 44%. The
that Q1 is off and Q2 is on. Provided that VTL, at which point Q1 turns off, Q2 turns Schmitt-trigger thresholds, VLT and VTU ,
Q2 has reasonably large forward-current on, and the booster section again acti- are typically approximately 0.7V and
gain, you can ignore the effects of its base vates, illuminating LED1. Provided that 1.2V at VS⫽1.5V, falling to approximatecurrent and say that VS and the R3-R5 R1, R2, and C1 are large enough, LED1 can ly 0.6V and 0.8V when VS is 1V.
The LED’s intensity is proportional to
voltage divider set Q2’s base voltage, VB2. flash at a low rate. For example, if R1 and
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its average forward current and is thus determined by the peak inductor current, IL, and by the duration of the current
PEAK
pulse through the LED. Provided that L1
is properly rated such that it does not saturate, the peak current depends largely on
the maximum collector current that Q5
can sustain. For a given supply voltage,
this figure depends primarily on Q5’s forward-current gain, and on the value of R8
that you can select to give optimum LED
brightness at the lowest supply voltage.
Experiment with different values of R8 to
get the best intensity for a given LED type.
Take care, however, that the peak current
does not exceed the LED’s maximum current rating when VS is at a maximum. The
actual value of L1 is not critical, but values in the range 100 to 330 H should
provide good performance and reasonable efficiency. The transistor types in the
circuit are not critical; the test circuit
works well with general-purpose, smallsignal devices having medium to high

current gain. If possible, select low-saturation types for Q3, Q4, and Q5. C2 is not
essential to circuit operation but helps to
decouple any switching noise at Q2’s base.
C4 acts as a charge reservoir and ensures that R1 can charge C1 from a stable
voltage source (VP) when LED1 is on. Because the charging current is likely to be
low, C4 can be fairly small; a value of 10
nF should be adequate. Note that C4 must
connect to the junction of D1 and LED1 as
shown, rather than being charged, via a
rectifying diode, from the flyback voltage
at Q5’s collector. The reasons for this
caveat are, first, that this approach ensures that VP is only a diode drop above
VS, thereby minimizing the value of R1
necessary for a given C1 charging current.
Also, and more important, this approach
places the forward voltage of the LED in
the path from VS through L1 and R1 to
Q1’s base. Because the forward voltage of
a white LED is usually at least 3V, this
connection prevents Q1 from being

turned on via this route, which could
otherwise cause the circuit to lock in the
“off ” state.
At first sight, it might appear that you
can turn the booster section on and off
by gating current to Q4’s base, thus obviating the need for Q3. However, under
certain conditions, once you activate the
booster section, the feedback to Q4’s base
via C3 and R10 is sufficient to maintain oscillation without feeding any dc bias to
Q4’s base. Therefore, the only reliable way
to gate the booster on and off is via Q3,
as shown. The test circuit starts up and
operates with VS as low as 0.9V, although
the LED is dim at this voltage. The LED’s
intensity is good at VS⫽1.5V (equivalent
to a fully charged alkaline cell) and remains acceptable with VS as low as 1V.
The circuit should find applications in
toys, security devices, miniature beacons,
and any other products that must provide
a flashing visual indication while operating from a single cell.왏

Hot-swap controller handles dual polarity
Dan Meeks, Texas Instruments, Manchester, NH
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ome applications require a hot5VIN
swap controller, a circuit-breaker
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7
function, or both for dual-polarity,
C1
dc-input power-supply rails. In some
1 µF
C3
10V
hot-swap cases, the requirement is based
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only on inrush-current considerations.
1%
Control of the inrush current is necesR2
sary to eliminate connector stress and
Q2
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er applications may have issues when one
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move the negative gate bias, then you
AGND
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7
8
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must also remove the positive drain sup1%
ply; otherwise, the device may destroy itself because of the resulting high
Figure 1
drain current. You can meet both
these requirements by using a singleR6
1M
5
channel, hot-swap controller.
3
6
The circuit in Figure 1 uses a TPS2331,
ⳮ5VIN
C5
IC1, in a floating arrangement. The cir1 µF
Q1B
10V
cuit references the IC’s ground to the
Si4936DY
negative input voltage. If the voltage on
the positive rail is too low or the voltage This circuit is a dual-polarity voltage sequencer for low-voltage applications.
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